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                    Professional Dimensioning for Production Improvement

We are dedicated to provide the most complete digital templating solutions for fabricators around the world.

Coupled with our digital fabrication solutions, we provide industry changing innovations for:

Countertops; balustrades; doors; windows; decks; covers; interiors; railings and much more – All by drawing in space!
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                        The Proliner is Boosting MC Natuursteen’s Precision & Efficiency
"It is so accurate; we can measure just about anything and everything!

                        
View news
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                        Romano Glass Elevates their Craftsmanship with the Proliner
Mr. Casarotti: “The Proliner assists us during installation, ensuring precise measurements accurate to the millimeter.“

                        
View news
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                        Jean’s Canvas Products: “With the Proliner, the pace I can work at, while still maintaining accuracy is phenomenal!”
Mr. Rich Amorino: "The amount of work we can pass off to be done with the Proliner is awesome. It’s shown its value in every scenario we’ve put it up against so far." 

                        
View news
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                        The Proliner: Unveiling the Benefits of Portability
The Proliner's exceptional portability sets it apart, enhancing efficiency and adaptability across industries.

                        
View news
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                            Granigo BV: “The Proliner specializes in your industry, no matter which one!”
Mr. Axel Diepvens: "With the Proliner we can now perform complex measurements more easily. Besides, our machines require digital information, and the Proliner offers it all!"

                            
View news
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                            The Proliner: Unveiling the Benefits of Portability
The Proliner's exceptional portability sets it apart, enhancing efficiency and adaptability across industries.
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                            Trends in Stair Design in 2024
In the realm of interior design, stairs are no longer just a means of transitioning between levels; they are statement pieces that reflect creativity, innovation, and contemporary trends.

                            
View news
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                            2024 Trends in Canvas Installation on Boats with Cutting-Edge Technology
From materials to design and functionality, here are some trends defining canvas installation in the maritime landscape this year.

                            
View news
                

              

                              

      
                              
        
                                    
                
                  
                    Upcoming/Current Prodim events

                  

                

              

                                                
                
                  
                            Proliner Digital Templating Days
Around the World
01-Feb-2023 - 31-Dec-2024
More information


                          

                            Coverings 2024
Atlanta, USA
22-Apr-2024 - 25-Apr-2024
More information


                          

                            Materials & Finishes Show 2024
Birmingham, UK
19-May-2024 - 22-May-2024
More information


                          

                            Stone+tec 2024
Nürnberg, Germany
19-Jun-2024 - 22-Jun-2024
More information
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            Prodim info
	Prodim International – Bank details:
	Bank: Rabobank Peelland Zuid (NL)
	IBAN: NL82 RABO 0150 1585 56
	BIC: RABONL2U
	–
	Prodim USA – Bank details:
	Bank: Seacoast National Bank
	Call to verify
	–
	Terms and conditions
	Privacy statement
	Home
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	info@prodim-systems.com
	 +31 492 57 90 50
	Lagedijk 26
	5705 BZ Helmond
	The Netherlands


      
      
        
	info@prodimusa.com
	 +1 772 465 4000
	7454 Commercial Circle,
	Ft. Pierce, FL
	34951, USA
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